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In order to explore the feasibility of the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)method
for plunger gas lift and the flow pattern in a long wellbore, a lab simulation test was
conducted to verify the reliability of the CFD simulation results. Verification datawere
provided for CFD simulation through carrying out a plunger gas lift lab test for vertical
wells, identifying the plunger movement patterns and delivery rates under different
flowpressures, and determining theminimumplunger startup pressure or differential
pressure and leakage, and an identical CFD physical model was created on the basis
of the lab test model, CFD dynamic grid programming and CFD simulation were
conducted under test conditions, and a comparison of the simulation and test results
was made to identify the calculation accuracy and the rationality of the CFD model
andmethod; finally, boundary conditions such as temperature and pressure were set
according to the actual long wellbore (200m) conditions, the CFD simulation was
performed, and the impacts of the downhole conditions on the gas lift performance
were analyzed, so as to develop CFD calculation methods to predict the bottom-
hole flow pressure, plunger speed, and delivery rate. The results show: the average
plunger speed range is 7.74–22.5 m/s when the flow pressure varies from 199.77 to
632.93 kPa, and the leakage rate increases in a nearly linear way with the speed;
compared with the lab test results, the simulation results from the created dynamic
grid model and multi-phase turbulent flowmodel have the leakage error of 7.2% and
the plunger speed average error is smaller than 11.1%; under long-wellbore
conditions, the plunger lift speed shows the change pattern of increasing and
then decreasing, the wellbore pressure has a wave-like drop, and in addition to
this pressure drop characteristic, the fact that the plunger startup pressure
differential increases with the wellhead pressure should be considered (when the
bottom-hole pressure is 15 MPa, the wellhead pressure must not exceed 10 MPa).
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1 Introduction

With the continuous development of the gas field, the formation pressure is gradually
reduced, the formation water can not be taken out of the wellbore, resulting in the accumulation
of liquid at the bottom of the well. Especially in themiddle and late stage of gas well exploitation,
the problem of bottomhole fluid accumulation is more common (Zhao and Bai, 2018). The
bottom hole fluid mainly comes from the liquefaction of water vapor in the well and the inflow
of formation water. The generation of bottom hole effusion makes the bottom hole pressure
unable to bring out the natural gas, which reduces the natural flow capacity of the gas well and
seriously limits the production of the gas well (Shi et al., 2022). When the fluid accumulation at
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the bottom of the well increases to a certain extent, the gas well will be
completely unable to produce. As an important drainage gas recovery
measure, plunger gas lift is widely used in China and abroad. The
plunger gas lift-based unloading gas production process is an
important lift method for wells that contain gas and water and
feature low liquid production and high gas/liquid ratio. It can
extend the natural flow periods of such wells, improve their lift
efficiency, and reduce the maintenance cost (Tang and Li, 2005; Ge
et al., 2017).

So far, many researchers have studied this plunger gas lift-
based unloading gas production process. Zhang Ting, Feng
Xiaoya, et al. (Li, 2019; Xiaoya, 2020; Zhang et al., 2021)
analyzed and optimized the plunger gas lift process and have
carried out field program verifications; Duan Jinxian et al. (Duan
et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014; Yin et al., 2018) conducted
numerical flow field simulations for this new-type plunger gas
lift process and identified the intra-plunger pressure distribution
pattern and flow field change; Liang Decheng et al. (Lea, 1982;
Blick et al., 1988; Ferrer and Maggiolo, 1991; Shen et al., 2004;
Liang et al., 2019) studied the application of the plunger gas lift
process in Zhongjiang Gasfield and proposed well selection and
parameter optimization methods; Zhang Fengdong et al. (Zhang
et al., 2005) established and worked out a plunger gas lift equation,
thus providing a new approach to optimized plunger design;
Mover (Mower et al., 1985) et al. took 13 different types of
plungers as variables and carried out plunger gas lift
experiments in experimental Wells at specific depths. They
measured the leakage of different plungers, the working
pressure during rising and falling, and the up and down
motion speed of different plungers, and obtained the motion
relationship chart between different plungers. D.ask (Sask et al.,
2010) et al. carried out plunger gas lift experiments in the Great
sierra gas field with different plungers as experimental variables,
in which the rod plunger had the highest overall lifting and
drainage efficiency, and also studied the influence of wellbore

trajectory and plunger fluid leakage on the plunger lifting
efficiency. Chave et al. (Chava et al., 2008) introduced
intelligent equipment and used sensors installed on the plunger
to record real-time temperature and pressure data. They proposed
a new plunger lifting model, which can use the detected data to
predict changes in other parameters. Tang Zuping (Tang and Li,
2005) et al. proposed a scheme to supplement the gas well with
insufficient formation energy by artificial gas injection and
maintain the production of the gas well. Considering the
volume loss during the upward movement of the plunger, the
plunger dynamic lifting model and liquid leakage equation were
established. The influencing factors of artificial gas injection and
plunger leakage were calculated, which provided a theoretical
basis for plunger gas lifting process design. Cao Yinping (Cao,
2018) designed a set of plunger gas lift experimental device
according to the actual situation of plunger gas lift, and carried
out plunger gas lift experiments in highly deviated wells. The
experimental phenomena of plunger upward and downward
under different air intake, liquid volume and well inclination
angle were observed. The influence of plunger movement
speed, rising height and well inclination angle on plunger gas
lift efficiency was analyzed. Liu Chunlu (Liu, 2020) designed the
structure of the split plunger and conducted the gas lift experiment
of the split plunger by taking the plunger groove type, air intake
and liquid intake as the experimental variables. The data of the
drainage of the plunger, the plunger movement speed and pressure
change under different working conditions were obtained, and the
analysis showed that the inclined ladder groove had the best
drainage effect. To sum up, there have been many researches
on lab tests and model equations regarding the plunger gas lift
process, but no papers discuss how to apply the lab test results to
long wellbores. The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method
is widely used for various gas lift simulations and can more
visually explain and analyze the key lift parameters under the
long wellbore conditions (Xu et al., 2020) with higher accuracy

FIGURE 1
Reconstructed plunger gas lift stand. (A). Schematic diagram for plunger gas lift test (B). Simulated wellbore (C). Rod-like streamlined plunger.
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through simulating the change patterns of the relevant
parameters, such as plunger speed and loss, in the numerical
way according to CFD principles.

The paper presents a lab test simulating the plunge gas lift in a vertical
well, during which the plunger movement patterns and delivery rates
under different flow pressures, the minimum plunger startup pressure/
differential pressure and loss, and the average plunger speed, loss, and
their correlation were identified under different bottom-hole flow
pressures and casing pressures; a CFD physical model was created
according to the geometric model in the test to calculate the force
applied on the plunger according to the pressure and shear stress
distributions on its surface (Zheng et al., 2020), a macro definition
was used in the CFD code and a CFD dynamic grid model was
created to acquire the calculated CFD value, and a comparison was
made with the lab value; when the model was applied to the actual
wellbore conditions, a 200 m-long wellboremodel was created, the related
temperature and pressure were set as the boundary conditions, and the
average plunger speed and loss under the actual wellbore conditions were
measured, thus providing guidance on the actual applications of this
process with the aim of realizing optimal gas well production.

2 Research contents and procedure

2.1 Research equipment and contents

2.1.1 Test equipment and procedure
The plunger gas lift test platform is mainly composed of a plunger

gas lift stand, mixing tank, water and gas power system, water and gas
flow measurement system, pressure sensor, flow regulation system,
data acquisition system, control system, gas-liquid separation system,
test pipe section, and manifold system. The gas and water power
system is used to supply water and gas to the bottom of the wellbore so
as to give an initial bottom-hole pressure. On the plunger gas lift stand
there is a 13 m-high U-shaped simulation wellbore that can dip at any
angle within the range 0–90, The experiment was carried out on the
plunger gas lift experimental platform in the multiphase flow
laboratory, which was mainly composed of the power system,
testing system, metering system and data acquisition system. The
power system was mainly composed of the screw type air compressor
and the centrifugal pump. The measuring system is mainly composed
of a 75 m “U” pipe with a height of 13 m and an inner diameter to
simulate the actual tubing and casing. The left transparent pipe is the
simulated tubing, and the inside is the plunger lifting channel. The rod
shaped streamline plunger is used, and the right steel pipe is the
simulated casing, which acts as the “pressure source” of the tubing and
casing annulus. The U-shaped tube is installed on the test bench,
which is adjustable from 0–90. Metering system consists of gas-liquid
flow agent, pressure differential sensor and liquid carrying
measurement system. The gas and water flowmeter has the flow
rate range of 0–500 m3/h and the accuracy of ± 0.5%; the test pipe
section’s pressure loss measurement accuracy and resolution are
respectively ± 0.025% and ≤1 kPa; the air flowmeter’s flow rate
range and measurement accuracy are respectively 0–50,000 m3/d
and ± 1%; the platform scale’s measurement accuracy, model, and
range are respectively 1%, XK3190-A12+E, and 100–10,000 kg; The
data acquisition system is mainly composed of computer, which is
mainly used to collect the measured data in real time, and process it
into the designed table, which is convenient to call the test procedure isTA
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as shown in Figure 1A, and the reconstructed plunger gas lift test stand
is as shown in Figure 1B, C.

In the experiment, the bottom hole flow pressure was controlled to
be fixed and the height of liquid column above the plunger was
controlled to simulate the movement condition of the formation liquid
accumulation gas well. When the set condition was reached, the valve
was opened to reach the set gas volume, and the wellbore pressure
difference, liquid carrying amount and the speed when the plunger
reached the set position were measured. The same process was
repeated 2–3 times to reduce the experimental error. The
experimental parameters were set according to the equivalent
substitution of plunger gas lift in actual gas fields. The well track
was vertical well, the bottom hole pressure was 200–450 KPa, the
liquid column height was 0–5 m, and the gas volume was 0–50000 m3/
d, which guaranteed the accuracy of the experiment and provided
guarantee for CFD numerical simulation.

2.1.2 Analysis of test results
Table 1 presents the plunger gas lift test data, i.e. the lift or liquid

production details under the initial accumulated gas energy of the
wellbore. The parameters t1 and t2 are the times required by the
plunger to move from the benchmark position to the first and second
test points respectively (Figure 2), vm is the plunger’s average speed
during the speed measurement section (7.2 m), the theoretical fluid
displacement is the mass of the hydrostatic column above the plunger
before the lift, and the loss is the difference between the theoretical and
actual displacements. It can be seen that the average plunger speed
changes within the 7.74–22.5 m/s when the flow pressure changes
within the range 199.77–632.93 kPa. As the speed increases, the loss
increases nearly in the linear way (Figure 3).

The plunger gas lift efficiency directly determines the economic
benefit of the gas lift-based unloading gas production. The correlation
between average plunger speed and lift efficiency was identified
through the lab simulation test.

Figure 4 shows that the plunger lift efficiency increases as the
average plunger speed increases and increases rapidly when the

FIGURE 2
Plunger movement measurement points.

FIGURE 4
Change of plunger efficiency with average plunger speed.

FIGURE 3
Change of average leakage rate with average plunger speed.
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average speed was lower than 15 m/s and tends to be stable when the
average speed exceeds 15 m/s. Under the lab conditions, the plunger
movement was first accelerated and then was kept at a constant speed
when the bottom-hole flow pressure and casing pressure were low,
i.e., the average plunger speed increased gradually and the loss
decreased gradually; when both the bottom-hole flow pressure and
casing pressure reached higher values, the plunger acceleration tended
to be the maximum value and the plunger was all the way in the
accelerated state during the entire plunger movement process, thus
driving the accumulated liquid upward and causing the bottom-hole

loss to tend to be stable and reach a balance; so, the plunger efficiency
first increased as the average plunger speed increases and then tended
to be stable.

2.2 Creation of CFD model

2.2.1 Kinetic equation for plunger
The forces applied on the plunger are as shown in Figure 5. Its

kinetic equation is:

maz � ∫
A

pb − pt( )dA −mg − Fτ (1)

The parameter m is the moving mass of the plunger (kg); az is the
acceleration of the plunger (m/s2); Pb and Pt are the pressures
respectively above and under the plunger (Pa); A is the area of the
plunger’s end face (m2); Fτ is the tangential force of the fluid on the
plunger (N).

When the CFD method was used to simulate the plunger, the
multi-phase flow field was first acquired through iteration to identify
the pressure and shear stress distributions on the plunger and calculate
the forces applied on the plunger, then they were substituted into the
first Eq. 1 to determine the instant acceleration, and finally the current
speed vz

(n) was determined according to the just acquired instant
acceleration as well as the plunger speed vz

(n−1) during the last moment.

vz
n( ) � vz

n−1( ) + az · Δt (2)
Therein, Δt is the time step (s).

2.2.2 Grid model and boundary conditions
A 3D channel model (as shown in Figure 6) was created

according to the size of the plunger gas lift test stand. In the
U-shaped tube, the simulation tubing with the inner diameter of 62,
in which a 485 m-long and 4 kg-heavy rod-like plunger was put,
was connected to the simulation casing with the inner diameter of
60 m. In view of the fact that the plunger was lifted by the
accumulated energy in the enclosed wellbore space in the test,
the gas/liquid inlet pipe nipple could be removed when the model
was created. A six-sided grid was employed to classify the flow area,
and 10 layers of meshes were laid out between the plunger and
tubing to capture the flow field in their clearance, with the total
number of cells up to 435,280. Calculations showed that the
calculation results can meet the grid-independent requirement
when the total number of cells is larger than 340,000.

Because of the limited test stand height and the rapid plunger
movement, the simulation results did not necessarily reveal the
complete plunger movement pattern and the simulation of the
actual wellbore requires high computer performance, and the
computing capacity of computer can not be reached at present. So,
a 200 m-long wellbore model was created (as shown in the Figure 7).
The 190 m-long plunger gas lift channel within the vertical wellbore
consisted of the tubing-casing annulus and the internal chamber of the
tubing. The inner diameters of the casing and tubing were respectively
157.08 and 62 m. The channel was 10 m away from the bottom of the
well. The cylindrical plunger had the diameter of 58 m and the length
of 0.5 and was 15 m away from the bottom of the well.

The impacts of the downhole HTHP conditions on the physical
properties of the natural gas were considered during the simulation.

FIGURE 5
Forces applied on plunger.
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The Peng-Robinson Equation was used to calculate the values of the
parameters including natural gas density, viscosity, specific heat
capacity, and heat conductivity as well as water density, viscosity,

specific heat capacity, and heat conductivity. The temperature and
pressure ranges were respectively 20–70°C and 5–30 MPa. The specific
parameter values are as shown in Table 2.

FIGURE 6
U-shaped CFD model for plunger gas lift. (A). Flow channel model (B). Grid model.

FIGURE 7
CFD model for down-hole plunger gas lift. (A). Flow channel model (B). Grid model.
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Because there is a distinct interface during the plunger gas lift,
VOF and Eulerian models can represent the gas-liquid interface
satisfactorily; however, the Eulerian model involves many equations
and considerable time consumption; so, the VOF model was used as
the multi-phase flow model. The Reynolds Stress model is often used
for high-strength cyclone conditions, and both the k- and k-models
can successfully simulate the involved gas-liquid flow; however, the
k-model is more stable, so a VOF + k-multi-phase turbulent flow
model was used for the transient simulation. A small time step, i.e.
10−3, was set for easy convergence. The initial liquid level and pressure
were given. No inlet boundary was involved. The wellhead position
provides the outlet boundary conditions, with the gauge pressure of 0.

Application cases of the VOF model include stratified flow, free
surface flow, influx, sloshing, flow of big bubbles in a liquid, water flow
in case of a dam burst, and any steady-state or transient-state liquid-
gas interface.

Continuity equation: the interphase interfaces can be tracked
through working out the continuity equation for volume fractions;
the continuity equation for the volume fraction αq of the phase q is as
follows:

1
ρq
⎡⎢⎢⎣ z
zt

αqρq( ) + ∇ · αqρq �vq( ) � Sαq + ∑n
p�1

_mpq − _mqp( ) (3)

ρq is the density of the phase q; �vq is the velocity of the phase q; _mqp is
the mass transferred from q to p; _mpq is the mass transferred from p to
q; Sαq is the source item.

Momentum equation: a single moment equation was solved
within the entire calculation domain and the speed field acquired
can be shared by all the phases. The moment equation is related to the
volume fraction through physical property parameters:

z

zt
ρ �v( ) + ∇ · ρ �v �v( ) � −∇p + ∇ · μ ∇ �v + ∇ �vT( )[ ] + ρ �g + �F (4)

Such a flow field-sharing equation has limitations, one of which is
that the calculation of the speed near the interface has low accuracy

when a large speed field is shared by all the phases. When the viscosity
factor ratio of these phases is higher than 10, convergence is difficult if
the method is used.

Energy equation: the following energy equation is shared by all the
phases:

z

zt
ρE( ) + ∇ · �v ρE + p( )( ) � ∇ · keff∇T( ) + Sh (5)

In this model, the mass-weighted average of the energies (Eq) of the
various phases is regarded as the energy E (and the temperature T):

E �
∑n
q�1

αqρqEq

∑n
q�1

αqρq

(6)

Eq is the energy of a single phase that is calculated according to its
specific heat and the temperature shared by all the phases. The
physical property parameters ρ and keff are shared by all the
phases. The source item Sh includes the thermal radiation and
other volumetric heat sources.

3 CFD simulation results under test
conditions and their analysis

When the bottom-hole flow pressure was 2 atm and the plunger’s
upper end face was 2 m below the liquid level, the simulated flow field
for plunger gas lift is as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 9A shows the instantaneous speed of the plunger. The
following can be seen: the plunger’s upward speed increased
with time in a nearly linear way; the maximum flow rate
was 12.48 at 2 and 12.39 m/s at 3 atm; the total upward
displacement was 12.5 m; the required times were respectively
1.90 and 1.63 s; the higher the flow pressure was, the higher the
plunger speed was.

TABLE 2 Physical property parameters of natural gas and water under different temperatures and pressures.

Temperature
(°C)

Pressure
(MPa)

Viscosity ×105

(Pa·s)
Specific heat capacity

(J/kg·K)
Thermal conductivity × 102

(W/m·K)
Density
(kg/m3)

Natural
gas

20 5 1.24 2,522 3.65 Peng-Robinson
Equation

30 10 1.47 2,951 4.41

40 15 1.75 3,170 5.35

50 20 2.02 3,219 6.21

60 25 2.26 3,205 6.97

70 30 2.49 3,176 7.64

Water 20 5 1.00 4,309 6.03 1,013.0

30 10 7.97 4,302 6.18 1,007.0

40 15 6.51 4,297 6.32 1,001.0

50 20 5.44 4,294 6.43 994.7

60 25 4.63 4,293 6.54 988.9

70 30 4.00 4,293 6.62 983.1
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Figure 9C shows the change of the bottom-hole pressure. It can
be seen that the bottom-hole pressure dropped constantly, but
within a period of time after the plunger suddenly started up,
the strongly coupled plunger movement and flow rate brought
about a dramatic pressure fluctuation. When the plunger arrived
at the wellhead, the bottom-hole pressure dropped to 0.11 and
0.47 kPa respectively under the different initial bottom-hole
pressures.

Figure 9D shows the delivery rates at the wellhead. It can be seen in
the figure that when the plunger pushed the liquid column to a certain
height, there was a liquid production at the wellhead and the
instantaneous flow rate first increased dramatically and then
gradually dropped.

It can be seen in the figure that under the difference between the
bottom-hole pressure and the wellhead pressure, the gas and liquid
phases along with the plunger moved toward the wellhead and
meanwhile the pressure in the tubing gradually dropped. The time
when the plunger reached the wellhead was 1.9 s. Then, the total liquid
displacement was 5.966 kg. The mass of the initial liquid column
above the plunger was 6.023 kg. Thus, the loss was 0.058 kg, which is
slightly lower than the measured value of 0.062 (relative error: 7.2%).
The plunger’s simulated average speed between the first and second

speed measurement points as shown in the figure is 8.6 m/s, with the
relative error of 11.1% compared with the measured value of 7.74 m/s.
This indicates that the CFD numerical simulation matches well with
the test and can well predict the loss and speed change of the plunger
gas lift.

4 Analysis of CFD-based plunger gas lift
simulation results for long wellbores

4.1 Result analysis in case of 15MPa bottom-
hole pressure and 5MPa wellhead pressure

When the bottom-hole flow pressure and the wellhead tubing
pressure were respectively 15 and 8 MPa and the liquid level was
30 m away from the bottom of the well, there occurrs a flow field
for the plunger gas lift, as shown in Figures 10–12. Figures 10, 12
show that the plunger and liquid constantly move upward in the
tubing after the wellhead valve is opened and meanwhile the liquid
within the annulus drops and enter the tubing in its entirety and
the pressure anywhere from the wellhead to the bottom of the well
drops gradually (see Figure 12). Figure 10F shows that the

FIGURE 8
Flow field change of plunger gas lift (bottom-hole flow pressure: 2 atm).
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FIGURE 9
Analysis of simulation results. (A). Plunger’s upward speed. (B). Plunger’s upward displacement. (C). Bottom-hole pressure change. (D). Wellhead liquid
flow rate.

FIGURE 10
Liquid phase distribution (Red) during plunger gas lift. (A) 0. (B) 2.60. (C) 3.0. (D) 3.2. (E) 3.3. (F) 9.1 s.
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accumulated liquid below the tubing is not displaced due to the
shortage of the lifting force because it is assumed that no gas
and liquid replenishment from the formation into the wellbore
is made.

The time consumed by the plunger to reach the wellhead
is 9.1 s and its speed and displacement are as shown in
Figure 13. About .45 s after the wellhead valve is opened,
the plunger begins to move upward and gains speed;
about 1.15 s after the wellhead valve is opened, its
speed gradually drops and tends to be stable. A comparison with

the test model shows that the deceleration and nearly
constant speed processes after the plunger acceleration
differentiate them.

During the gas lift, the bottom-hole pressure showed a wave-
like drop pattern, and the pressure waves came mainly from the
strongly coupled effects of the plunger movement and fluid flow.
The frictional pressure drop plays a dominant role in the plunger
movement. As the speed decreases, the frictional pressure drop
will gradually increase and thus the pressure will decrease (as
shown in Figure 14A). The instantaneous liquid flow rate at the

FIGURE 11
Speed field in plunger-tubing clearance (m/s).

FIGURE 12
Pressure field in wellbore (9.1 s).

FIGURE 13
Plunger speed and displacement curves. (A). Plunger speed (B). Plunge displacement.
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wellhead is as shown in Figure 14B. At 7.77 s, liquid production
from the wellhead began to occur and then the flow rate
dramatically increased; when the plunger reached the wellhead,
the flow rate dropped sharply. The total displacement when the
plunger reached the wellhead was calculated at 529.26 kg, which is
slightly lower than the initial liquid mass above the plunger. Thus,
the loss was 32.23 kg.

4.2 Analysis of results under 15MPa bottom-
hole pressure and Different Wellhead
Pressures

The simulation results when the bottom-hole flow pressure is kept
at 15 MPa and the wellhead pressure is changed are as shown in
Figures 15A–D. As the wellbore pressure difference decreases, the

FIGURE 15
Simulation results under 15 MPa bottom-hole pressure and different wellhead tubing tressures. (A). Plunger speeds under different pressure differences
(B). Plunger displacements under different pressure differences. (C). Bottom pressures under different pressure differences (D). Wellhead liquid flow rates
under different pressure differences.

FIGURE 14
Simulation results in case of 15 MPa bottom-hole pressure and 5 MPa wellhead tubing pressure. (A). Bottom-hole pressure (B). Wellhead liquid flow rate.
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plunger’s upward speed drops and the time required for it to reach the
wellhead is longer. When the wellhead pressure reaches 12 MPa and
the initial pressure difference is 3 MPa, the plunger cannot continue to
move upward when it travels 100 m upward because the bottom-hole
pressure drops to 13.5 MPa and its difference from the wellhead
pressure is only 1.5 MPa. Thus, to keep a sufficient bottom-top
pressure difference is an important condition for the plunger gas
lift process to be feasible, and it is necessary to minimize the wellhead
pressure on the premise that the surface gathering pressure
requirement is met. When the bottom-hole flow pressure is
15 MPa, the wellhead pressure cannot exceed 10 MPa.

4.3 Analysis of Simulation Results under 5MPa
bottom-top Pressure Difference and
Different Wellhead Pressures

When the pressure difference is 5 MPa, a bottom-top pressure
combination change affects the plunger lift. It can be seen in Figures
16A, B that the plunger can be successfully lifted when the wellhead
pressure (gauge pressure) is zero or 10 MPa, but when the wellhead
pressure reaches 15 MPa, the plunger can travel 150 m atmost and will
drop gradually due to the wellbore pressure drops. In addition,
Figure 16 also shows that higher wellhead pressure means quicker
plunger startup and a rapid wellbore pressure drop means a quicker
plunger speed drop.

5 Conclusion

The following conclusions were made on the basis of the lab test
and CFD simulations under general test conditions and long-wellbore
test conditions:

1) In the plunger gas lift test for vertical wells conducted under the
low-pressure lab conditions, the plunger speed average varied in
the range of 7.74–22.5 m/s when the flow pressure varied in the
range of 199.77–632.93 kPa, and the loss increased in the nearly
linear way as the plunger speed increased.

2) The comparison of the lab simulation test data and the CFD
simulation results, which came from the created dynamic grid
model and multi-phase turbulent flow model, shows that the loss
error was 7.2% and the average speed error was not higher than
11.1%, thus indicating that the CFD numerical simulation can well
predict the loss and plunger speed change during the plunger
gas lift.

3) The simulation results from the created 200 m-long long wellbore
model under actual wellbore conditions show that the plunger lift
speed has the variation pattern of increasing and then dropping and
that the wellbore pressure has a wave-like drop.

4) The determination of the plunger starting pressure difference is
related to the pressure drop and wellhead pressure. The higher the
wellhead pressure is, the greater the required starting pressure
difference is. (when the bottom-hole pressure is 15 MPa, the
wellhead pressure must not exceed 12 MPa).
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(B). Upward plunger displacement under 5 MPa pressure difference.
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